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FOREWORD

The possibility that nuclear or other radioactive material could be used for malicious purposes cannot be ruled out in the current global situation. States have responded to this risk by engaging in a collective commitment to strengthen the protection and control of such material and to respond effectively to nuclear security events. States have agreed to strengthen existing instruments and have established new international legal instruments to enhance nuclear security worldwide. Nuclear security is fundamental in the management of nuclear technologies and in applications where nuclear or other radioactive material is used or transported.

Through its Nuclear Security Programme, the IAEA supports States to establish, maintain and sustain an effective nuclear security regime. The IAEA has adopted a comprehensive approach to nuclear security. This recognizes that an effective national nuclear security regime builds on: the implementation of relevant international legal instruments; information protection; physical protection; material accounting and control; detection of and response to trafficking in such material; national response plans; and contingency measures. With its Nuclear Security Series, the IAEA aims to assist States in implementing and sustaining such a regime in a coherent and integrated manner.

The IAEA Nuclear Security Series comprises Nuclear Security Fundamentals, which include objectives and essential elements of a State’s nuclear security regime; Recommendations; Implementing Guides; and Technical Guidance.

Each State carries the full responsibility for nuclear security, specifically: to provide for the security of nuclear and other radioactive material and associated facilities and activities; to ensure the security of such material in use, storage or in transport; to combat illicit trafficking and the inadvertent movement of such material; and to be prepared to respond to a nuclear security event.

This publication is in the Technical Guidance category of the IAEA Nuclear Security Series, and deals with computer security at nuclear facilities. It is based on national experience and practices as well as publications in the fields of computer security and nuclear security. The guidance is provided for consideration by States, competent authorities and operators.

The preparation of this publication in the IAEA Nuclear Security Series has been made possible by the contributions of a large number of experts from Member States. An extensive consultation process with all Member States included consultants meetings and open-ended technical meetings. The draft was then circulated to all Member States for 120 days to solicit further comments and suggestions. The comments received from Member States were reviewed and considered in the final version of the publication.
EDITORIAL NOTE

This report does not address questions of responsibility, legal or otherwise, for acts or omissions on the part of any person.

Although great care has been taken to maintain the accuracy of information contained in this publication, neither the IAEA nor its Member States assume any responsibility for consequences which may arise from its use.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered) does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

Attention to computer security has intensified in the last decade as clear and recurring proof of the vulnerabilities of computer systems has come to light. Malicious exploitation of these vulnerabilities has been witnessed with growing frequency and impact. In an increasingly complex threat scenario, the possible occurrences of cyberterrorism as a means of attacking a State’s critical infrastructure has prompted a number of national authorities to prepare defences and issue new regulations. Such regulations establish computer security requirements, which affect nuclear facilities at multiple levels and at the various stages of operation. In parallel, information security has itself evolved rapidly, creating a rich set of international best practices and standard documents among which the ISO/IEC 27000 series [1–5] is rapidly achieving prominence.

The IAEA, while recognizing the core validity of the ISO 27000 series and other standards across industries and business, wishes to focus attention on the specific conditions affecting computer security at nuclear facilities. Thus, the need for a publication recognizing and compiling relevant guidance and adequate solutions was identified. This publication brings together the knowledge and experience of specialists who have applied, tested and reviewed computer security guidance and standards within nuclear facilities and other critical infrastructure. It compiles and describes those special provisions, best practices and lessons learned which apply within the nuclear discipline and puts them in the context of a security programme consistent with other IAEA guidance and applicable industrial standards.

1.2. OBJECTIVE

1.2.1. Nuclear security and computer security objectives

Nuclear security involves the prevention of, detection of, and response to, criminal or intentional, unauthorized acts involving or directed at nuclear material, other radioactive material, associated facilities, or associated activities, and other intentional acts that could directly or indirectly produce harmful consequences to persons, property, society or to the environment.

Computer security plays an increasingly vital role in ensuring that these objectives are achieved. Thus, this publication will address the establishment and improvement of programmes to protect those computer systems, networks and
other digital systems that are critical for the safe and secure operation of the facility and for preventing theft, sabotage and other malicious acts.

All other systems required for the operation of the facility, or any support or business system whose unauthorized modification or change could compromise the security posture or operability will be covered by extending the provisions in this publication to those systems.

In this context, malicious acts involving computer systems and relevant to nuclear security may be grouped as:

— Information gathering attacks aimed at planning and executing further malicious acts;
— Attacks disabling or compromising the attributes of one or several computers crucial to facility security or safety;
— Compromise of one or several computers combined with other concurrent modes of attack, such as physical intrusion to target locations.

Computer security objectives are commonly defined as protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability attributes of electronic data or computer systems and processes. By identifying and protecting these attributes in data or systems that can have an adverse impact on the safety and security functions in nuclear facilities, the security objectives can be met.

1.2.2. Scope

The primary aim of this publication is to create awareness of the importance of incorporating computer security as a fundamental part of the overall security plan for nuclear facilities.

The publication further aims to provide guidance specific to nuclear facilities on implementing a computer security programme. This is achieved by presenting some suggested approaches, structures and implementation procedures designed for nuclear facilities. Together, these are crucial for achieving and maintaining the level of protection defined in the site security strategy and conforming to national nuclear security objectives.

This reference manual also aims to provide advice on evaluating existing programmes, assessing critical digital assets and identifying appropriate risk reduction measures.
1.3. CONDITIONS SPECIFIC TO NUCLEAR FACILITIES

The need for guidance addressing computer security at nuclear facilities is supported by the special conditions characterizing the industry. The following list is a sample of these conditions, which will be dealt with in full in this publication:

— Nuclear facilities must abide by requirements set by their national regulatory bodies which may directly or indirectly regulate computer systems or set guidance.
— Nuclear facilities may have to protect against additional threats which are not commonly considered in other industries. Such threats may also be induced by the sensitive nature of the nuclear industry.
— Computer security requirements in nuclear facilities may differ from requirements in other concerns. Typical business operations involve only a limited range of requirements. Nuclear facilities need to take a wider base or an entirely different set of considerations into account than, for example, those affecting e-commerce, banking or even military applications. Section 7 highlights and explains these differences in detail.

1.4. STRUCTURE

The guidance in this publication is intended for a wide audience that includes policy makers, nuclear security regulators, facility management, staff with security responsibilities, technical staff, vendors and contractors. It applies to all stages of the facility’s systems life cycle, including design, development, operations and maintenance.

This publication is divided into two parts:

— Part I (Sections 2–4) is intended to support managers in making balanced judgements and informed decisions concerning policy, design and management of computer security within facilities. It provides guidance on the regulatory and managerial provisions of computer security.
— Part II (Sections 5–7) addresses technical and administrative guidance in the implementation of a comprehensive computer security plan.

1.5. METHODOLOGY

The basic methodology used to implement computer security is similar to methodologies used to ensure nuclear security and safety. This highlights the
need and the advantage of integrating computer security within the overarching facility security plans from the beginning.

Successful protection of computer systems may be achieved by adapting the best practice methods and tools developed within the wider computer security community while taking into account the specificities of the nuclear industry.

The following logical process, described in detail in Section 5, highlights how a nuclear facility can develop, implement, maintain and improve computer security:

— Follow national legal and regulatory requirements;
— Examine relevant IAEA and other international guidance;
— Ensure senior management support and adequate resources;
— Define a computer security perimeter;
— Identify the interactions between computer security and facility operation, nuclear safety and other aspects of site security;
— Create a computer security policy;
— Perform risk assessment;
— Select, design and implement protective computer security measures;
— Integrate computer security within the facility’s management system;
— Regularly audit, review and improve the system.

This publication will examine in greater detail those steps in the methodology where specific provisions for nuclear facilities exist. Other stages of computer security methodology may be implemented through direct reference to existing national and international standards (see the references at the end of this publication).

1.6. KEY TERMINOLOGY

As words assume different meanings within different communities of practice, this section clarifies the meaning of certain important terms as used throughout this publication.

In the context of this publication, **computers** and **computer systems** refer to the computation, communication, instrumentation and control devices that make up functional elements of the nuclear facility. This includes not only desktop computers, mainframe systems, servers, network devices, but also lower level components such as embedded systems and PLCs (programmable logic controllers). In essence, this publication is concerned with all components that may be susceptible to electronic compromise.
Throughout this publication the term **computer security** will be used to cover the security of all computers as defined above and all interconnected systems and networks formed by the sum of the elements. The terms **IT security** and **cyber security** are, for the purpose of this publication, considered synonyms of computer security and will not be used in this publication.

Computer security as defined here is a subset of **information security** (as defined, for example in ISO/IEC 27000 [1]) with which it shares many of the goals, methodology and terminology.

Definitions of additional terms used in this publication are provided at the end of this manual.
Part I

MANAGEMENT GUIDE
This section highlights the core components of the high level framework for computer security in nuclear facilities. In particular, it addresses issues relevant to the legislative and regulatory bodies as well as to facilities’ management and security strategy. Figure 1 shows a simplified visualization of the hierarchy of normative instruments relevant to the establishment and implementation of a computer security programme in a nuclear facility.

2.1. LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

A key role of the State is in establishing the legal framework for nuclear security as well as for computer security in general. These should, when
adequately implemented, have a major impact on the safety and security of nuclear facilities. The State legal system should at least provide the legislative and regulatory framework that covers protection of sensitive information and addresses any activity that might precipitate breaches of nuclear security.

Owing to the specificity of its issues, computer security may need special legislative provisions to take into account the unique crimes and modes of operation associated with computer systems. States should carefully consider whether their current legislation adequately covers malicious acts that may be perpetrated with the aid of computers. Among others, important laws that may influence computer security and its implementation include:

— Laws concerning computer offences;
— Laws on terrorism;
— Laws on the protection of critical national infrastructure;
— Laws mandating disclosure of information;
— Laws on privacy and handling of personal information.

It is important that State legislation is continuously reviewed and updated to include provisions for new and emerging criminal activities and other potential threats to computer security.

Given the nature of computer networks, it is possible for adversaries to carry out malicious acts within a State while located outside its physical boundaries and thus potentially out of reach of the State legal system. At the time of formulation of this publication the only international legal instrument of relevance dedicated to regulating international cooperation on computer crimes is the Convention on Cybercrime of the Council of Europe [6].

2.2. REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

The regulatory body should take relevant legislation into account in its guidance and make available to operators the tools and the means for correctly interpreting and implementing legal obligations. Regulators could also select or indicate relevant guidance of reference such as ISO standards or IAEA publications.

The activities of regulators in relation to computer security should explicitly recognize the objective of protection against the theft of nuclear material and sabotage resulting in possible radiological release. Therefore, regulations for nuclear security and safety should also be considered when preparing regulations on computer security.
It is advisable that State regulatory bodies (where more than one body is involved) collaborate to achieve harmonized views on necessary requirements to be placed.

The State regulatory bodies could, at a minimum, provide a high level statement of computer security regulatory requirements. More detailed regulatory requirements could also include provisions for:

— Management commitment for computer security (Section 4).
— Computer security programme ownership including designation of the roles of Computer Security Officer(s) and team(s) (Section 4).
— Computer security policy, implementation plan, and enforcement plan (Section 5), including:
  • Computer security perimeter identification;
  • Risk identification;
  • Risk management strategy;
  • Computer security training and awareness programme;
  • Continuity of operations plan.
— Audit and review process, whether internal, external or carried out by the regulators themselves.

Requirements should not prescribe detailed technical solutions, because development may rapidly make such details obsolete. Requirements could instead focus on expected outcomes as these can be written to be less technology dependent.

Facilities may be required to demonstrate conformity to national security requirements through an approved overall site security plan (SSP) or any equivalent or set of documents. State regulatory bodies should issue requirements for computer security as part of the requirements for the SSP.

2.3. SITE SECURITY FRAMEWORK

Site security is primarily a management responsibility, specifically of senior management, to ensure that legislative and regulatory requirements are fully met through the implementation of the SSP.

All disciplines of security (including personnel, physical, information and computer) interact and complement each other to establish a facility’s security posture as may be defined in the SSP (see Fig. 2). A failure in any of the disciplines of security could impact the other domains and cause extra requirements on the remaining aspects of security. Computer security is a
cross-cutting discipline that has interactions with all other areas of security in a nuclear facility.

All provisions in this publication should be implemented with constant regard to the greater framework of the SSP. The SSP should likewise be designed taking into consideration computer security from its inception.

**It is also management’s responsibility to ensure proper coordination of the various disciplines of security and integration of computer security at the appropriate level.**

### 2.3.1. Computer security policy

Management should be aware that computer technology is being increasingly used for many vital functions at nuclear facilities. This development has brought multiple benefits to operational safety and efficiency. Nonetheless, to ensure the correct functionality of a computer system, they are required to have adequate and balanced security barriers to maximize protection against malicious acts without unnecessarily hampering system operations.

All nuclear facilities should therefore have a computer security policy, which is endorsed and enforced by the site’s most senior manager. The policy specifies the overall computer security goals at the facility.

A computer security policy should be part of the overall site security policy and should be negotiated and coordinated with other relevant security responsibilities. When establishing a computer security policy, its impact on legal and human resources should also be considered.
Computer security policy and the associated plan are discussed in greater detail in Section 5.

2.3.2. Computer systems at nuclear facilities

The computer systems and networks supporting nuclear facility operations include many non-standard information technology (IT) computer systems in terms of architecture, configuration, or performance requirements. These systems can include specialized industrial control systems (ICSs), access control systems, alarm and tracking systems, and information systems pertaining to safety and security and emergency response. While ICSs have evolved from strictly proprietary implementations to more mainstream computer architecture, striking differences still exist between ICSs and standard IT systems that must be considered when preparing the site security plan. A full discussion of the uniqueness of computer systems associated with nuclear facilities is located in Section 7.

2.3.3. Defence in depth

Protection requirements should reflect the concept of multiple layers and methods of protection (structural, technical, personnel and organizational) that have to be overcome or circumvented by adversaries in order to achieve their objectives.

The primary means of preventing and mitigating the consequences of security breaches is ‘defence in depth’. Defence in depth is implemented primarily through the combination of a number of consecutive and independent levels of protection that would have to fail or be defeated before a computer system compromise could occur. If one level of protection or barrier were to fail, the subsequent level or barrier would be available. When properly implemented, defence in depth ensures that no single technical, human or organizational failure could lead to computer system compromise, and that the combinations of failures that could give rise to a computer incident are of very low probability. The independent effectiveness of the different levels of defence is a necessary element of defence in depth.

2.4. ASSESSING THE THREAT ENVIRONMENT

The computer security threat environment is a fast changing, evolving scenario. While a good computer security programme will ensure its own
durability, specific controls in place against the most prevalent threats at the present time do not guarantee protection against tomorrow’s threats.

The responsible State authority should periodically issue a threat evaluation including threats to the security of computer systems and information on current attack vectors related to the security of computer systems used at nuclear facilities. A typical tool used to determine threat levels and as a basis for developing a security posture is the design basis threat (DBT, see Section 6.3.1).

It is vital that facilities maintain an active and ongoing threat assessment, which is regularly briefed to management and operations.

Section 6 contains a detailed, but non-exhaustive, description of potential sources of attack and associated attack mechanisms relevant to nuclear facilities, and methodologies used to evaluate and identify threats.

3. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

A management system is responsible for establishing policies and objectives and enabling the objectives to be achieved in an efficient and effective manner. Management systems are a vital support element to a nuclear security culture. Many activities at nuclear facilities are controlled by management systems. These ideally integrate security, safety, health, environmental, quality and economic elements in a single management tool or a set of integrated and mutually reinforcing systems [7, 8].

Management systems must be reviewed to ensure completeness and compliance with site security policies. More generally, management systems are by nature dynamic and must adapt to changing conditions in the facility and in the environment; they cannot be implemented as a one-off measure but need continuous assessment and improvement. Figure 3 illustrates the life cycle of management processes.

This section aims to supplement present guidance on management systems with the necessary details for computer security management. The key elements that should be reviewed or added to integrate the necessary provisions for computer security are:

— Information assets identification and classification;
— Formal risk analysis;
— Legislative and regulatory compliance;
— Business operational requirements;
— Competency requirements for key persons;
— Business continuity;
— Logical access management;
— System life cycle security;
— Configuration management;
— Amendment and approval of computer security measures;
— Implementation of identified computer security measures;
— Acceptance of implemented computer security measures;
— Compliance with approved computer security measures;

FIG 3. The security management life cycle.
— Immediate analysis of computer security incidents and appropriate reporting;
— Regular reporting on compliance;
— Regular reviews of implemented security measures (audits) by internal and external parties;
— Awareness training;
— New risks and changes to identified risks;
— Changes to legislative and regulatory requirements;
— Medium term plans for information security.

The processes above should be seen as ongoing activities that run through all phases of system life cycles. The specifics of implementation should be detailed in the computer security plan discussed in Section 5.

4. ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES

4.1. AUTHORITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The sections that follow detail the minimum requirements for management and the specialist staff needed to establish and maintain a computer security programme successfully.

4.1.1. Management

A facility’s senior management initiates computer security by establishing an adequate process and support organization. To achieve this, management should:

— Assume overall responsibility for all aspects of computer security;
— Define the facility’s security objectives;
— Ensure compliance with laws and regulations;
— Set the risk acceptance level for the facility;
— Assign organizational computer security responsibilities;
— Ensure adequate communication between different aspects of security;
— Ensure an enforceable computer security policy is established;
— Provide adequate resources to implement a viable computer security programme;
— Ensure periodic audits and updates of computer security policy and procedures;
— Ensure support for training and awareness programmes.

Generally, implementation of the permanent computer security process is delegated to specialists within the organization.

4.1.2. Computer Security Officer

Computer security touches almost all facility activities. It is therefore important to assign overarching computer security oversight to one well defined body. In this publication, the title ‘Computer Security Officer’ (CSO) is used; in other instances this function may be referred to as ‘IT Security Officer’ or ‘Information Security Officer’, or may be assigned to multiple roles. Whichever approach is used, this function should be closely coordinated across the facility, should be kept independent of the implementing departments, and should have clear and accessible reporting lines to senior management.

The CSO should have in-depth knowledge of computer security and good knowledge of other aspects of security in nuclear facilities. Further requirements are knowledge of nuclear safety and project management, and the ability to integrate people coming from different disciplines into an efficient team.

The typical responsibilities of a CSO or equivalent include:

— Advising the company’s management on computer security.
— Leading the computer security team.
— Coordinating and controlling the development of computer security activities (e.g. implementing security policy, directives, procedures, guidelines, measures).
— Coordinating with physical security and other security and safety disciplines to plan security measures and response to security incidents.
— Identifying systems critical to computer security within a facility (i.e. the computer security baseline). Asset owners should be informed of their equipment’s role in computer security.
— Conducting periodic computer security risk assessments.
— Conducting periodic inspections, audits and reviews of the computer security baseline and providing status reports to top management.
— Developing and implementing computer security training and evaluation.
— Developing and leading incident response for relevant computer security emergencies, including coordination with relevant internal and external organizations.
— Investigating computer security incidents and developing post-incident procedures and preventive actions.
— Participating in site security assessment initiatives.
— Participating in requirement analysis in the acquisition/development of new systems.

4.1.3. Computer security team

It is essential for the CSO to have access to adequate interdisciplinary expertise associated with computer security, facility safety, and plant operations as well as physical and personnel security. This may consist of a dedicated computer security team or ad hoc access to specific expertise within the organization. The goal of this team is to support the CSO in fulfilling his/her responsibilities.

4.1.4. Other management responsibilities

The various levels of management within an organization must ensure the appropriate level of computer security within their areas of responsibility. Typical responsibilities include:

— Operating within the guidance of the site computer security plan;
— Providing operational requirements and feedback to the CSO relevant to computer security and resolving potential conflicts between operational, security, and safety requirements;
— Notifying the CSO of any conditions that may lead to changes in the computer security posture, such as personnel changes, equipment changes, or process changes;
— Ensuring that staff are sufficiently trained and briefed on computer security issues relevant to their roles;
— Ensuring that subcontractors and third party vendors working for the contracting unit operate within the context of the site security plan;
— Tracking, monitoring and reporting events of security relevance;
— Enforcing personnel security measures.

4.1.5. Individual responsibilities

Each person within an organization is responsible for carrying out the computer security plan. Specific responsibilities include:
— Knowledge of the baseline computer security procedures;
— Knowledge of job specific computer security procedures;
— Operating within the parameters of the computer security policies;
— Notifying management of any changes that may lead to a reduced computer security posture;
— Notifying management of any incidents or possible incidents involving a compromise of computer security;
— Attending initial and refresher security training on a regular basis.

4.2. COMPUTER SECURITY CULTURE

A robust computer security culture is an essential component of any effective security plan. It is important for management to ensure that computer security awareness is fully integrated into the overall site security culture. The characteristics of nuclear security culture are the beliefs, attitudes, behaviour and management systems, the assembly of which lead to a more effective nuclear security programme. The foundation of nuclear security culture is recognition — by those that have a role to play in regulating, managing or operating nuclear facilities or activities or even those that could be affected by these activities — that a credible threat exists and that nuclear security is important. (For more information on nuclear security culture, see Ref. [9].) Computer security culture is a subset of the overall security culture and is based on an application of the above characteristics to computer security awareness.

Experience has demonstrated that the majority of computer security incidents are human related and the security of any computer system depends largely on the behaviour of all its users. Annex III provides examples of human errors that could lead to security compromise. The computer security culture is developed through a collection of many activities designed to inform personnel and increase computer security awareness (e.g. posters, notices, management discussions, training, tests, etc.). Computer security culture attributes should be periodically measured, reviewed, and continuously improved. The following indicators can be used to evaluate the computer security culture in an organization:

— Computer security requirements are clearly documented and well understood by staff.
— Clear and effective processes and protocols exist for operating computer systems both inside and outside the organization.
— Staff members understand and are aware of the importance of adhering to the controls within the computer security programme.
— Computer systems are maintained to ensure that they are secure and operated in accordance with computer security baseline and procedures.
— Management are fully committed to and supportive of security initiatives.

4.2.1. Computer security training programme

A strong training programme is one of the cornerstones of a computer security culture. It is crucial to educate staff, contractors and third party vendors on the importance of observing security procedures and maintaining a culture of security.

The awareness programme should include the following requirements:

— Successful completion of a computer security training and/or awareness programme should be a precondition for access to computer systems. Training should be commensurate with system security levels and the expected role of users.
— Enhanced training/qualifications should be provided to individuals with key security responsibilities (e.g. CSO, computer security team, project managers, IT administrators).
— Training should be repeated periodically for all staff to include new procedures and emerging threats.
— Staff should be required to acknowledge that they understand their security responsibilities.

The training programme should include metrics to evaluate computer security awareness, training effectiveness, and processes for continuous improvement or retraining.
Part II

IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
5. IMPLEMENTING COMPUTER SECURITY

This publication does not establish minimum standards of acceptable risk or a specific set of mitigation measures that could be used. Any set of specific standards would be rapidly outdated as digital systems change, new threats emerge, new mitigation tools become available and regulatory requirements change. Part II of the publication focuses on compiling a set of methodological and concrete recommendations to support and guide the implementation of computer security in nuclear facilities.

These recommendations are neither prescriptive nor definitive and should be used as guidance; where appropriate, alternative measures may be adopted to achieve the desired defence in depth and other fundamental nuclear security objectives [10–12].

5.1. COMPUTER SECURITY PLAN AND POLICY

5.1.1. Computer security policy

As introduced in Section 2.3.1, a computer security policy sets the high level computer security goals of an organization. The policy must meet appropriate regulatory requirements. Computer security policy requirements should be factored into lower level documents, which will be used to implement and control policy. Additionally, the policy must be:

— Enforceable;
— Achievable;
— Auditable.

5.1.2. Computer security plan

The computer security plan (CSP) is the implementation of that policy in the form of organizational roles, responsibilities, and procedures. The plan specifies and details the means for achieving the computer security goals at the facility and is a part of (or linked to) the overall SSP.

The plan should contain the primary actions in terms of susceptibility to vulnerabilities, protective measures, consequence analysis and mitigation measures to establish and maintain the nuclear facility’s acceptable cyber risk and facilitate recovery to a safe operational state.
5.1.3. CSP components

Based on the established computer security policy, each individual plan component tries to achieve its distinct goals and objectives. The minimum content and itemization of the CSP is suggested in the subsections below:

(a) Organization and responsibilities:
   (1) Organizational charts;
   (2) Responsible persons and reporting responsibilities;
   (3) Periodic review and approval process.
(b) Asset management:
   (1) List of all computer systems;
   (2) List of all computer systems applications;
   (3) Network diagram, including all connections to external computer systems.
(c) Risk, vulnerability, and compliance assessment:
   (1) Security plan review and reassessment periodicity;
   (2) Self-assessment (including penetration testing procedures);
   (3) Audit procedures and deficiency tracking and correction;
   (4) Regulatory and legislative compliance.
(d) System security design and configuration management:
   (1) Fundamental architecture and design principles;
   (2) Requirements related to the different security levels;
   (3) Formalization of computer security requirements for suppliers and vendors;
   (4) Full life cycle security.
(e) Operational security procedures:
   (1) Access control;
   (2) Data security;
   (3) Communication security;
   (4) Platform and application security (e.g. hardening);
   (5) System monitoring;
   (6) Computer security maintenance;
   (7) Incident handling;
   (8) Business continuity;
   (9) System backup.
(f) Personnel management:
   (1) Vetting;
   (2) Training;
   (3) Qualification;
   (4) Termination/transfer.
The above provides a framework for developing a CSP. Many references are available to fill out this framework, the main international references being ISO/IEC 27001 [2] for information security management systems, and ISO/IEC 27002 [3] for implementation recommendations.

While the majority of components listed above are consistent across computer security plans for any business or industry, certain nuances do exist for its implementation within nuclear facilities. These components of the CSP are described in greater detail in Section 7. Risk, vulnerability, and compliance assessment are addressed in Section 6. Asset analysis is further detailed in Section 5.3.

5.2. INTERACTION WITH OTHER DOMAINS OF SECURITY

As stated in Section 2.3, the CSP should be operated and maintained within the framework of the facility’s overall protection plan. The facility specific computer security plan should be developed in close consultation with physical protection, safety, operations and IT specialists. The CSP must be regularly reviewed and updated to reflect security events from any domain of security and operational experience from the site security system.

5.2.1. Physical security

The physical security plan and the CSP should complement each other. Computerized assets have physical access control requirements and likewise, electronic compromise can lead to degradation or loss of certain physical protection functions. Attack scenarios may well include the coordination of both electronic and physical attack. The teams in charge of the physical security plan and of the CSP should inform each other and coordinate their efforts to ensure consistency of plans during the development and review process.

5.2.2. Personnel security

Besides awareness and training, other aspects of security — usually handled within the domain of personnel security — are essential for instituting consistent computer security. The necessary provisions for establishing an appropriate level of vetting, confidentiality undertakings, and termination procedures and for defining required job competencies should be coordinated between the computer and personnel security managements. In particular, staff with key security responsibilities (system administrators, security team) may require a higher level of vetting.
5.3. ASSET ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT

Interaction between computer systems in nuclear facilities may affect security in non-obvious ways. It is therefore important that the security plan identifies all assets and includes a more comprehensive inventory of those assets critical to facility security and safety functions. The inventory could include data, computer systems, their interfaces and their owners.

The following methodology satisfies the above needs:

(a) Relevant information about existing computer systems should be compiled in order to create a complete list of assets;
(b) The interconnection between the identified assets should be mapped out;
(c) The relevance to safety functions and identified safety systems, safety related systems and security systems should be identified and evaluated.

The completeness of each step is a crucial prerequisite for the next steps. A comprehensive analysis of computer systems in a nuclear facility includes:
— Functions/tasks and operational modes of all existing computerized systems;
— Identification of relevant interconnections, including power supplies;
— Dataflow analysis, to determine what communicates with what, and how and why;
— Procedures that initiate communication, frequency of communication and protocols;
— Computer systems and equipment location;
— Analysis of user groups;
— Ownership (for data and computerized systems);
— Corresponding security level (see Section 5.5, graded approach).

It is assumed that much of the information needed for the analysis would already be available, but it should be collated and organized. Sources of relevant information include system specifications and documentation.

5.4. COMPUTER SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION

As defined in Section 1.6, in the context of this publication, computer and computer systems refer to computation, communication, instrumentation and sensing devices that make up functional elements of the nuclear facility. Computer functions of prime concern are control and data processes associated
with safety and security. Other computer functions may be a concern in terms of support to these functions, of possible compromise of security through secondary or indirect effects or of overall plant productivity.

Below is a non-exhaustive list of computer systems that can be found at nuclear facilities, and are relevant to the objectives of this guidance. They are separately classified according to their safety importance and security importance. Both of these classifications should be taken into account when defining the appropriate security level to apply (Section 5.5) and in the risk assessment analysis (Section 6.2). Note also that some functions clearly overlap both as safety and security concerns.

5.4.1. Safety importance

IAEA safety standards (e.g. Refs [13–15]) categorize nuclear facility equipment according to their function, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Plant equipment

— Systems important to safety

  • Safety systems

    — Protection systems: Instrumentation and control (I&C) systems that are used for automatically initiated reactor and plant protection actions.
    — Safety actuation systems: I&C systems that accomplish safety actions, which are initiated by the protection systems and by manual actuations.
    — Safety system support features: I&C for emergency power supply systems.
• Safety related systems

— Process control systems: I&C systems for plant control.
— Control room I&C including the alarm systems.
— Process computer systems that collect and prepare information for the control room.
— Fuel handling and storage I&C systems.
— Fire protection systems.
— Access control systems.
— Voice and data communication infrastructure.

— Systems not important to safety

• Control systems for functions that are not important to safety (e.g. demineralization)

Consideration should also be given to computer systems that are not necessarily within the scope of plant equipment but nevertheless can impact safety.

Non-plant equipment

— Office automation

• Work permit and work order systems: Systems that provide coordination of work activities to provide a sound working environment.
• Engineering and maintenance systems: Systems that handle details of plant operation, maintenance and technical support.
• Configuration management systems: Systems intended to keep track of plant configuration including models, versions and parts installed at the nuclear facility.
• Document management systems: Systems used to store and retrieve plant information, e.g. drawings, minutes of meetings.
• Intranet: System that allows access to all plant documentation — both technical and administrative — on a need to know basis. The access is normally read only.

— External connectivity

• Email: A system that is used to transfer information to external parties.
• Public web site: A system that is used to give Internet users information about the facility.
• Remote access/third party access: Systems that allow strictly controlled access from the outside to certain functions within a site.

5.4.2. Security or security related systems

An established security classification for security systems comparable to the safety classification does not yet exist. Nevertheless, it should be an important part of the asset analysis to compile such a classification for the systems in the facility. The following list may support such classification:

— Physical access control systems: systems used to ensure that only authorized persons enter areas of a site appropriate to the function they perform;
— Voice and data communication infrastructure;
— Security clearance database: used to ensure that persons hold the appropriate security clearance to obtain access to a part of site or information held on the site;
— Security alarm monitoring and control systems: used to monitor all security alarms on the site and assist with assessment of the alarm;
— Computer and network security components;
— Nuclear accountancy and control systems.

5.5. GRADED APPROACH TO COMPUTER SECURITY

The security of computer systems should be based on a graded approach, where security measures are applied proportional to the potential consequences of an attack. One practical implementation of the graded approach is to categorize computer systems into zones, where graded protective principles are applied for each zone based on the level of security requirement assigned to the zone. The assignment of computer systems to different levels and zones should be based on their relevance to safety and security (see Section 5.4). Nonetheless, the risk assessment process should be allowed to feed back into and influence the graded approach.

5.5.1. Security levels

Security levels are an abstraction that defines the degrees of security protection required by various computer systems in a facility. Each level in a graded approach will require different sets of protective measures to satisfy the
security requirements of that level. Some protective measures apply to all computer systems in all levels, while others are specific to certain level(s).

The security level model allows easier assignment of protective measures to various computer systems, based on the categorisation of the system (assigning it to a level) and the definition of the set of protective measures appropriate to that level.

The levels and their associated protective measures should be appropriately documented in the CSP.

5.5.2. Zones

Zones are a logical and physical concept for grouping computer systems for administration, communication and application of protective measures. The zone model allows computers with the same or similar importance concerning safe and secure operation of the plant to be grouped together for administration and application of protective measures.

The application of a zone model should comply with the following guidelines:

— Each zone comprises systems that have the same or comparable importance for the facility’s security and safety;
— Systems belonging to one zone have similar demands for protective measures;
— Different computer systems belonging to one zone build a trusted area for internal communication within that zone;
— Zone borders require decoupling mechanisms for data flow built on zone dependent policies;
— Zones can be partitioned into subzones to improve the configuration.

Because zones are comprised of systems with the same or comparable importance for facility safety and security, each zone can have a level assigned, indicating the protective measures to be applied for all computer systems in that zone. However, the relationship between zones and levels is not one-to-one; a level may have multiple zones assigned to it when multiple zones require the same degree of protection. Zones are a logical and physical grouping of computer systems, while levels represent the degree of protection required.

The zone model should be appropriately documented in the CSP, to include an overview of all computer systems, all relevant communication lines, all zone crossings and all external connections.
5.5.3. Example of the application of a security level model

An example of security measures applied at different levels is presented below. This is just one possible implementation of the graded approach; the exact choice of levels and their constitutive security measures should be tailored according to the considered environment, the facility specificities, and the dedicated security risk analysis.

In this implementation:

— Generic level measures should apply to all computer systems.
— Security levels range from level 5 (least protection needed) to level 1 (most protection needed), as illustrated in Fig. 5.
— The measures corresponding to each level are not cumulative (thus, there may be repetitions).

**Generic level**

For applicable systems and levels, the following generic measures should be applied:

— Policies and practices are defined for each level.
— Security operating procedures are written for and read by all users.
— Staff permitted access to the system must be suitably qualified and experienced and security cleared where necessary.
— Users are given access only to those functions on those systems that they require for carrying out their jobs.
— Appropriate access control and user authentication are in place.
— Anomaly detection systems or procedures are in place.
— Application and system vulnerabilities are monitored, and appropriate measures are taken.
— System vulnerability assessments are undertaken periodically.
— Removable media must be controlled in accordance with security operating procedures.
— Computer and network security components should be strictly maintained.
— Computer and network security components (e.g. security gateways, intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems, virtual private network (VPN) servers) are strictly logged and monitored.
— Appropriate backup/recovery procedures are in place.
— Physical access to components and systems is restricted according to their functions.

**Level 1**

In addition to the generic measures, level 1 protective measures should be used for systems, e.g. protection systems, which are vital to the facility and require the highest level of security. These measures may include the following:

— No networked data flow of any kind (e.g. acknowledgment, signalization) from systems in weaker security levels should be authorized to enter level 1 systems. Only strictly outward communication should be possible. Note that this kind of strict one-way communication does not ensure reliability and integrity natively (redundancy/error corrections may be considered). Note also that this excludes any sort of ‘handshake’ protocols (including TCP/IP), even with controlled connection directions. Exceptions are strongly discouraged and may only be considered on a strict case by case basis and if supported by a complete justification and security risk analysis.³

---

1 A virtual private network (VPN) is a network constructed using public communication means to connect nodes, with encryption and other security mechanisms to ensure that only authorized users can access the network and that the data cannot be intercepted.
3 Some Member States feel strongly that exceptions should not be allowed in any case.
— Measures to ensure the integrity and availability of the systems are typically explained as a part of the safety cases.
— No remote maintenance access is allowed.
— Physical access to systems is strictly controlled.
— The number of staff given access to the systems is limited to an absolute minimum.
— The two person rule is applied to any approved modifications made within the computer systems.
— All activities should be logged and monitored.
— Every data entry to the systems is approved and verified on a case by case basis.
— Strict organizational and administrative procedures apply to any modifications, including hardware maintenance, updates and software modifications.

Level 2

In addition to the generic measures, level 2 protective measures should be used for systems, e.g. operational control systems, which require a high level of security. These measures may include the following:

— Only an outward, one way networked flow of data is allowed from level 2 to level 3 systems. Only necessary acknowledgment messages or controlled signal messages can be accepted in the opposite (inward) direction (e.g. for TCP/IP).
— Remote maintenance access may be allowed on a case by case basis, and for a defined working period. When used, it must be protected with strong measures, and users must respect a defined security policy (contractual).
— The number of staff given access to the systems is kept to a minimum, with a precise distinction between users and administrative staff.
— Physical connections to the systems should be strictly controlled.
— All reasonable measures to ensure the integrity and availability of the systems have been taken.
— Vulnerability assessment involving actions on the systems may lead to plant or process instability, and should therefore only be considered using test beds, spare systems, during factory acceptance tests or during long planned outages.
**Level 3**

In addition to the generic measures, level 3 protective measures should be used for supervision real time systems not required for operations, e.g. process real time supervision systems in a control room, which have a medium severity level for various cyber threats. These protective measures may include the following:

- Access to the Internet from level 3 systems is not allowed.
- Logging and audit trails for key resources are monitored.
- Security gateways are implemented to protect this level from uncontrolled traffic from level 4 systems, and to allow only specific and limited activity.
- Physical connections to systems should be controlled.
- Remote maintenance access is allowed on a case by case basis provided that it is robustly controlled; the remote computer and user must respect a defined security policy, contractually specified.
- System functions available to users are controlled by access control mechanisms, and based on the ‘need to know’ principle. Any exception to this principle has to be carefully studied and protection should be ensured by other means (e.g. physical access).

**Level 4**

In addition to the generic measures, level 4 measures should be used for technical data management systems used for maintenance or operation activity management related to components or systems required by the technical specification for operation (e.g. work permit, work order, tag out, documentation management), which have moderate severity level for various cyber threats. Level 4 measures include the following:

- Only approved and qualified users are allowed to make modifications to the systems.
- Access to the Internet from level 4 systems may be given to users provided adequate protective measures are applied.
- Security gateways are implemented to protect this level from uncontrolled traffic from external company or site networks, and to allow specific activities which are controlled.
- Physical connections to systems should be controlled.
- Remote maintenance access is allowed and controlled; the remote computer and user must respect a defined security policy, contractually specified and controlled.
— System functions available to users are controlled by access control mechanisms. Any exception to this principle has to be carefully studied and protection should be ensured by other means.
— Remote external access is allowed for approved users provided that appropriate access control mechanisms are in place.

Level 5

Level 5 measures should be used for systems not directly important to technical control or operational purposes, e.g. office automation systems, which have low severity level for various cyber threats. Level 5 measures include the following:

— Only approved and qualified users are allowed to make modifications to the systems.
— Access to the Internet from level 5 systems is allowed provided adequate protective measures are applied.
— Remote external access is allowed for authorized users provided that appropriate controls are in place.

5.5.4. Decoupling zones

Zone borders require decoupling mechanisms for data flow in order to prevent unauthorized access and also to prevent errors from propagating from a zone with lower protection requirements to a zone with higher ones.

Technical and administrative measures ensuring the decoupling of zones have to be geared to the individual demands of protective levels. A direct connecting passage through several zones should not be allowed.

6. THREATS, VULNERABILITIES AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The section below presents the basic concepts used in risk management for computer systems. Risk management is relevant at all stages of the facility's systems life cycle, including design, development, operations and maintenance. Section 6.2 offers an overview of the steps needed in a comprehensive risk
6.1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Risk in the computer security context is the potential that a given threat will exploit vulnerabilities of an asset or group of assets and thereby cause harm to the organization. It is measured in terms of a combination of the likelihood of an event and the severity of its consequences.

Figure 6 is a flow chart showing the multiple interconnections between the concepts of threat, vulnerability and risk [16].

6.2. RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Risk assessment is an important tool for determining the best location to allocate resources and effort in addressing vulnerabilities and the likelihood of their exploitation.

It is a process by which particular combinations of threat, vulnerability and impact are identified and documented, and appropriate protective controls are devised. The threat and vulnerability assessment provides the basis for preparing the countermeasures required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of attacks against computer systems.
The basic steps of a risk assessment and management methodology are:

— Perimeter and context definition;
— Threat identification and characterization;
— Vulnerability assessment;
— Attack scenario elaborations;
— Likelihood of successful exploitation;
— Evaluation of level of risk;
— Countermeasure definition.

In order to implement a systematic and consistent risk analysis and assessment, a well defined process that can comply with the existing standards has to be used. Numerous risk assessment or management methodologies and tools have reached maturity and can structure such a process efficiently, and thus have met with acceptance by a broad audience. Most of them are based on common concepts and logic. The current international standard is ISO/IEC 27005 — Information Security Risk Management [4]. Another specific example of a methodology is given in Annex II. National authorities may require a specific risk assessment methodology or policy to be used and facilities may additionally have their own.

An interesting panorama of risk assessment methods and tools has been undertaken by ENISA (the European Network and Information Security Agency), which devoted a special web page for this survey [17].

The necessity of evaluating systems, the depth of the assessment and the frequency of updating risk analyses depend upon the importance of the system in terms of their safety and security function. Consideration must be given to conducting a new analysis or at least a review when modifications to the system occur. The introduction of new equipment, software, procedures, or a major change in operator skill sets may all fulfill this condition. The number of potential threats and vulnerabilities usually increases as with progress from stand-alone to interconnected systems.

When it is impractical to perform a risk analysis against specific threats, the use of best practices and good engineering principles is recommended.

6.3. THREAT IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Figure 7 highlights the continuous trend towards growing attack sophistication and decreasing knowledge required to launch such an attack. Computer security programmes should strive to maintain a level of assessment that covers a very broad range of possible attack scenarios.
Publications about industrial control system vulnerability are regularly found at major hackers events. Considering that they generally give a delayed picture of the state of the art of real hackers’ skills and interests, this should be an additional awareness raising factor. Moreover, ICS software vulnerabilities have recently started to be published by national CERTs (Computer Emergency Response Teams), reinforcing exposure to the public opinion and the computer security community, and focusing interest in such solutions and product weaknesses.

Therefore, after having established adequate support and resources, the initial steps in developing a computer security programme should focus on understanding potential threats based on credible attacker profiles and attack scenarios. A possible first step would be to create an attacker profile matrix listing credible attackers, motivations, and potential objectives. The attacker profile matrix could then be used to build plausible attack scenarios; the following subsections examine this process in greater detail.

6.3.1. Design basis threat

An important tool commonly used to determine threat levels and as a basis for developing a security posture is the design basis threat (DBT). The DBT is a statement about the attributes and characteristics of potential adversaries (internal

---

and/or external). A DBT is derived from credible intelligence information, but is not intended to be a statement about actual prevailing threats. Based on the current threat environment, the DBT represents the largest reasonable threat that a facility should expect to defend against. States use DBTs in their regulatory system to determine appropriate allocation of resources to the protection of nuclear material and nuclear facilities from hostile actions. (For more information on DBT, see Ref. [18].)

Consideration should be given to incorporating into such scenarios threats of either stand-alone attacks using/against computer systems or coordinated attacks including the use of computer systems.

6.3.2. Attacker profiles

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate a possible set of attacker profiles. Table 1 focuses on internal/insider threats (see also Ref. [19] for a discussion of the insider threat), while Table 2 identifies some possible external threats. The tables associate general types of attackers with their resources, the time span of the attack, the tools that are likely to be used and the attacker’s motivations. Profiles need to be adapted to the individual facility. Therefore, an adequate process of intelligence gathering is required to ensure the completeness and relevance of each facility’s attacker matrix.

6.3.3. Attack scenarios

In creating attack scenarios, one may differentiate between several possibilities. The nuclear facility may be attacked with the purpose of:

— Building up a later coordinated attack intended to sabotage the plant and/or to remove nuclear material;
— Endangering human or environmental safety;
— Launching an attack towards another site;
— Creating confusion and fear;
— Gaining monetary profit for a criminal group of people;
— Creating major market instabilities and gains for selected market players.

Depending on the objectives or aims of the attack, the attacker will try to exploit different system vulnerabilities. Such attacks can lead to:

— Unauthorized access to information (loss of confidentiality);
— Interception and change of information, software, hardware, etc. (loss of integrity);
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Covert agent             | Facilitated ‘social engineering’; System access at some level; System documentation and expertise available. | Varied, but generally cannot devote long hours. | Existing access, knowledge of programming and system architecture:  
  — Possible knowledge of existing passwords;  
  — Possibility to insert specifically crafted backdoors and/or Trojans;  
  — Possible external expertise support. | Theft of business information, technology secrets, personal information.  
Economic gain (information selling to competitors).  
Blackmail. |
| Disgruntled employee/user| Medium/strong resources; System access at some level; System documentation and expertise available on specific business and operations systems. | Varied, but generally cannot devote long hours. | Existing access, knowledge of programming and system architecture.  
Possible knowledge of existing passwords.  
Ability to insert ‘kiddie’ tools or scripts (potentially more elaborate if they have specific computer skills). | Revenge, havoc, chaos.  
Theft of business information.  
Embarrass employer/other employee.  
Degrade public image or confidence. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recreational hacker</td>
<td>Varied skills, but generally limited. Little knowledge of the system outside of public information.</td>
<td>Lots of time, not very patient.</td>
<td>Generally available scripts and tools. Some tool development possible.</td>
<td>Fun, status. Target of opportunity. Exploitation of ‘low hanging fruits’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Militant opponent to nuclear power</td>
<td>Limited resources, but may be financially supported through secret channels. Access to tools of the cyber community. Little knowledge of the system outside of public information.</td>
<td>Attacks may be targeted at certain previously known events (e.g. celebrations, elections). Lots of time, patient and motivated.</td>
<td>Computer skills are available. Possible support from the hacker community. ‘Social engineering’.</td>
<td>Conviction of saving the world. Sway public opinion on specific issues. Impede business operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgruntled employee/user no longer employed)</td>
<td>Limited resources if not engaged in a larger group of people. May still possess system documentation. May use unmanaged former access. Possible ties to facility personnel.</td>
<td>Varied and depending on the associated group of people.</td>
<td>Possible knowledge of existing passwords. May use unmanaged former access. May have created system backdoors while still an employee. ‘Social engineering’.</td>
<td>Revenge, havoc, chaos. Theft of business information. Embarrass employer/other employee. Degrade public image or confidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 2. EXTERNAL THREATS (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
— Blockage of data transmission lines and/or shutdown of systems (loss of availability);
— Unauthorized intrusion into data communication systems or computers (loss of reliability).

All these aspects can have major consequences and impacts on the functionality of computer systems, which may, directly or indirectly, compromise the safety and security of the facility. When building up attack scenarios, the technological trends and ease of access to attack technologies should be considered. Some scenarios illustrating fictional, but realistic, attacks at a nuclear facility are developed in Annex I.

6.4. SIMPLIFIED OUTCOMES OF RISK ASSESSMENT

Table 3 provides, for illustrative purposes only, examples of systems that may be found at a nuclear facility. It identifies potential impacts of successful attacks on the considered systems, the corresponding impacts on the facility and generic examples of appropriate countermeasures.

The notion of likelihood, fundamental for risk evaluation, is not considered in this table. The likelihood of successful attacks, and also potential consequences, depends on the context and the facility considered. In addition, a more thorough assessment of the confidentiality, integrity and availability requirements should be done for each system considered in the risk assessment.

7. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Given the unique nature of the nuclear industry, computer security for nuclear facilities must address concerns additional to those for computer security for business IT networks or even comparable process control systems outside the nuclear industry. The following sections describe some of these nuclear industry related concerns.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Impacts on computer security</th>
<th>Potential impacts on facility</th>
<th>Suggested counter measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactor protection system</td>
<td>Loss of integrity of safety critical software/data.</td>
<td>CRITICAL</td>
<td>Security Level 1 measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of function availability.</td>
<td>Plant safety compromised, radiological release.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process control system</td>
<td>Loss of integrity of control software/data.</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>Security Level 2 measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of function availability.</td>
<td>Plant operation compromised.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work permit and work order system</td>
<td>Loss of integrity of data and availability of the system.</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>Security Level 4 measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wrong actions on components. Disruption of normal operation and maintenance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical access control system</td>
<td>Loss of availability and integrity of site access systems.</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>Security Level 2 measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of confidentiality of site access data.</td>
<td>Access given to unauthorized persons.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authorized persons prevented from gaining access to areas they are required to access.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document management system</td>
<td>Loss of confidentiality, availability, and integrity of data.</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>Security Level 4 measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information used to plan more severe attacks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Loss of confidentiality, integrity and availability.</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>Security Level 5 measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Administrative burdens. Daily operations made more difficult.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.1. FACILITY LIFETIME PHASES AND MODES OF OPERATION

Nuclear facilities have a wide variety of designs and operational characteristics. They have multiple lifetime phases and modes of operation, which include:

— Design, construction and commissioning.
— Operations:
  • Power operations;
  • Plant startup;
  • Hot shutdown;
  • Cold shutdown;
  • Refuelling and maintenance.
— Decommissioning.

These multiple lifetime phases and modes of operation may involve different systems and likewise different operational environments. For example, maintenance intense periods often involve equipment replacement, modification, and testing, or may require extra staff and third party/contractor access. This diversity should be taken into account in the CSP. In particular, different lifetime phases might imply strong revisions of the CSP.

7.2. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IT SYSTEMS AND INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Computer systems and network architectures supporting nuclear plant operations are not standard computer systems in terms of architecture, configuration, or performance requirements. These systems can be classified as specialized industrial control systems (ICSs). While ICSs have evolved from strictly proprietary implementations to more mainstream computer architectures, striking differences still exist between ICSs and standard IT systems that must be considered in any CSP.

Table 4, based on material from NIST [20], presents the main differences between ICSs and classical IT systems.
### TABLE 4. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IT AND ICSs [20]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information technology system</th>
<th>Industrial control system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance requirements</strong></td>
<td>Non-real-time&lt;br&gt;Response must be consistent&lt;br&gt;High throughput is demanded&lt;br&gt;High delay and jitter may be acceptable</td>
<td>Real-time&lt;br&gt;Response is time-critical&lt;br&gt;Modest throughput is acceptable&lt;br&gt;High delay and/or jitter is a serious concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability requirements</strong></td>
<td>Responses such as rebooting are acceptable&lt;br&gt;Availiability deficiencies can often be tolerated, depending on the system’s operational requirements</td>
<td>Responses such as rebooting may not be acceptable because of process availability requirements&lt;br&gt;Outages must be planned and scheduled days/weeks in advance&lt;br&gt;High availability requires exhaustive pre-deployment testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk management requirements</strong></td>
<td>Data confidentiality and integrity is paramount&lt;br&gt;Fault tolerance is less important – momentary downtime is not a major risk&lt;br&gt;Major risk impact is delay of business operations</td>
<td>Human safety is paramount, followed by protection of the process&lt;br&gt;Fault tolerance is essential, even momentary downtime is not acceptable&lt;br&gt;Major risk impact is regulatory non-compliance, loss of life, equipment, or production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Architecture security focus</strong></td>
<td>Primary focus is protecting the IT assets, and the information stored on or transmitted among these assets. Central server may require more protection</td>
<td>Primary goal is to protect edge clients (e.g., field devices such as process controllers) Protection of central server is still important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unintended consequences</strong></td>
<td>Security solutions are designed around typical IT systems</td>
<td>Security tools must be tested to ensure that they do not compromise normal ICS operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time critical interaction</strong></td>
<td>Less critical emergency interaction&lt;br&gt;Tightly restricted access control can be implemented to the degree necessary</td>
<td>Response to human and other emergency interaction is critical&lt;br&gt;Access to ICS should be strictly controlled, yet not hamper human-machine interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System operation</strong></td>
<td>Systems are designed for use with typical operating systems&lt;br&gt;Upgrades are straightforward with the availability of automated deployment tools</td>
<td>Differing and custom operating systems often without security capabilities&lt;br&gt;Software changes must be carefully made, usually by software vendors, because of the specialized control algorithms and perhaps modified hardware and software involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resource constraints</strong></td>
<td>Systems are specified with enough resources to support the addition of third-party applications such as security solutions</td>
<td>Systems are designed to support the intended industrial process, with minimal memory and computing resources to support the addition of security technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communications</strong></td>
<td>Standard communications protocols&lt;br&gt;Primarily wired networks with some localized wireless capabilities&lt;br&gt;Typical IT networking practices</td>
<td>Many proprietary and standard communication protocols&lt;br&gt;Several types of communications media used including dedicated wire and wireless (radio and satellite)&lt;br&gt;Networks are complex and sometimes require the expertise of control engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change management</strong></td>
<td>Software changes are applied in a timely fashion in the presence of good security policy and procedures. The procedures are often automated.</td>
<td>Software changes must be thoroughly tested and deployed incrementally throughout a system to ensure that the integrity of the control system is maintained. ICS outages often must be planned and scheduled days/weeks in advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed support</strong></td>
<td>Allow for diversified support styles</td>
<td>Service support is usually via a single vendor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component lifetime</strong></td>
<td>Lifetime on the order of 3-5 years</td>
<td>Lifetime on the order of 15-20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to components</strong></td>
<td>Components are usually local and easy to access</td>
<td>Components can be isolated, remote, and require extensive physical effort to gain access to them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3. DEMAND FOR ADDITIONAL CONNECTIVITY AND RELATED CONSEQUENCES

A growing area of concern for ICSs is the growing desire for interconnectivity between business and engineering systems to the operational systems. Driven by a desire from corporate headquarters, planners, and engineers to access real time plant data, bridges are being established between the tightly bounded control networks running the plant and the unbounded data networks used for corporate access. This bridge can present a gateway for network intrusion.

Another unique architectural characteristic is the existence of emergency remote operating centres. These emergency operating centres offer a remote location for plant monitoring and emergency operation in case an incident makes the primary station unusable. The requirements for monitoring/maintaining some elements of plant control create the need for data flow over some communications medium. This medium offers a potential path for compromise and entry into the main system. Additionally, the requirements for duplicate function create the need for maintaining consistent security requirements across two systems. The failure to maintain one system could create a path for intrusion and exploit injections.

The need for remote analysis, maintenance or updates can also introduce similar vulnerabilities. Before agreeing on such additional connectivity, a thorough risk analysis has to be performed.

7.4. CONSIDERATIONS ON SOFTWARE UPDATES

Many of the current regulations concerning validation or certification of nuclear plant equipment have been developed with analog equipment in mind. This does not become quickly outdated. On the other hand, IT security plans and best practices imply regular updates and patches of software and digital components as these components become obsolete much faster.

It is therefore important to consider the challenge posed by software patches and updates into digital nuclear control or monitoring systems. In the worst case scenario, each software modification or revision could be considered as a system change and may lead to a specific system validation or even recertification for some critical systems. Since such an approach is cumbersome, the result may be a backlog in patch implementation or a conscious decision to delay software upgrade. To limit these effects, distinction should be made between normal maintenance, avoiding such processes, and system modifications requiring retest or even recertification for critical systems. In all cases, any
modifications to safety or safety related systems and to security systems have to be carried out according to agreed procedures.

7.5. SECURE DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS

During the original design and development of many of the existing process control and industrial control systems and instrumentation, computer security was not a major consideration. The recent drive for system and interprocess connectivity, the integration of commercial off the shelf computer systems, and the rise in malicious computer activity (i.e. hacking) has driven the need to consider computer security as a core requirement in the procurement of new equipment.

As a consequence, a formalization of security requirements should be done as a part of the contractual negotiation with suppliers. The ISO document Common Criteria (ISO 15408) [21] is a possible tool to formalize such security requirements. Another example can be found in the attempt to define a Procurement Language for Control Systems [22] by the US Department of Homeland Security, which has published guidance and recommendations on defining cyber security requirements and specific procurement language for control system acquisition.

7.6. THIRD PARTY/VENDOR ACCESS CONTROL PROCEDURE

It is essential that the level of security of any third party and vendors is taken into account. It is paramount that the security department works closely with the contracts department to ensure that the security provisions are incorporated in each contract.

Contracts are often awarded to external entities by organizations in the nuclear industry; some of these contracts will entail the contracting companies holding protectively marked information or assets on their own premises. Unless the award of such a contract and its subsequent management follow stringent rules, the protectively marked information and assets associated with the contract could risk compromise or unauthorized disclosure.

In view of the above factors, it is important that the responsible management of each site/organization in the nuclear industry maintain a close working relationship with the contracting company in order to ensure that essential security aspects are addressed throughout the development and implementation of the contract, and during final handover.
When considered necessary, checks and audits should be made to ensure that the contracting organization’s management system adequately addresses security issues, and that the organization’s practices and measures are in compliance with the system.
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ANNEX I

ATTACK SCENARIOS AGAINST SYSTEMS
IN NUCLEAR FACILITIES

As described in Section 6.3, the nature and form of computer based attacks, all of which must be guarded against, can vary significantly. While the attacks may be of different types, the consequences at a high level include:

— Unauthorized access to or interception of information (loss of confidentiality);
— Unauthorized modification of information, software, hardware, etc. (loss of integrity);
— Block of data transmission lines and/or shutdown of systems (loss of availability).

In developing preventive measures against computer attacks, it is very important to understand the nature of attacks and the potential venues that an attack or attackers may use to gain relevant information and access to target computer systems. The following are only examples meant to encourage readers — once they have gained a greater understanding of threats — to reflect upon their own organization/system and, if needed, correct the security posture accordingly. While the depicted attacks are fictional, they relate to plausible scenarios built upon similar attacks seen in other industries. Thinking through such scenarios is a good way to ensure that the security plan addresses the dynamics of the changing threat environment.

A well orchestrated computer attack consists of multiple phases. These phases include:

— Target identification;
— Reconnaissance;
— System access/compromise;
— Attack execution;
— Covering of tracks to maintain deniability.

The following subsections list three fictional computer attack scenarios. The first scenario, having information gathering as one of the goals, could be applicable, as a prelude, to the following two scenarios.
Scenario I — Gathering information to support a malicious act

Goal of the attack — to gain physical access to controlled (limited access) areas of the facility to support subsequent attack.

The target of interest is the person that manages access cards and assigns access privileges. Gaining physical access to restricted areas would include both compromise of the card manager’s computer and compromise of the access code system. The attacker chooses to pose as a subcontractor delivering equipment parts.

Possible targets of information collection to support the attack include:

— Personnel information for possible extortion or ‘social engineering’;
— Design documentation for the access control system;
— Policy and engineering plans of the security systems or other relevant areas of the plant;
— Operational schedules — plant schedule, daily routine, who is working, when they are working, who is on vacation, when certain changes are occurring;
— List of suppliers and when they are working on equipment;
— Equipment and parts inventory;
— Password and access control measures;
— Access control administrative and technical measures;
— Software developer and current project information;
— Network architecture;
— Telecommunication architecture.

Potential methods to gather this information include:

— ‘Social engineering’;
— Web searches for public information;
— Dumpster diving;
— War dialling, war driving;
— Email attacks — ‘phishing’\(^1\) to gain network access, key loggers;
— Installation of software or devices on host machines —via disk, memory stick or CD;
— Eavesdropping on password entry or access code entry (manual, audio or video surveillance).

---

\(^1\) ‘Phishing’ refers to attempts to fraudulently acquire sensitive information, such as user names, passwords and credit card details, by masquerading as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.
Components of the attack may include:

— Obtaining access card (swipe card) and code;
— Theft/duplication of existing access card;
— Access to card machine to create new card;
— Creation of new employee entry;
— Assuming identity of recently terminated employee;
— Granting desired level of access.

Once card and codes are obtained, the attacker uses the acquired information for organizational activity to enter the facility inconspicuously as a person delivering equipment parts.

**Scenario II — Attack disabling or compromising one or several computer systems**

Goal of the attack — to sabotage a nuclear power plant and prevent the immediate restart of the plant.

In this example, during a shutdown period a subcontractor is conducting tests on the feedwater control system. The contractor installs a remote access point for monitoring and testing the system from his office. After the contractor completes work the access point remains mistakenly in place.

The attacker has collected plant information that identifies the subcontractor as a prior worker at the plant and a prime target for information regarding the plant. The attacker conducts an email ‘phishing’ attack against the subcontractor’s office and implants a root kit in the system, which gives administrative controls. The attacker thus gains access to the contractors’ computer network and discovers the test plans from the plant and also the remote access port which has not been disabled by the plant.

With this information, the attacker is able to conduct a denial of service (DoS)\(^2\) attack on the feedwater control system by flooding the network with traffic causing system failure. The system was designed to process only minimal traffic load.

Once the attacker has gained access, mapped the network and identified the communications protocol, he conducts the attack. The attack results in the loss of response on the feedwater control system that causes manual scramming of the

\(^2\) Denial of service (DoS) is the prevention of authorized access to a system resource or the delaying of system operations and functions.
plant. The reason for the feedwater control system malfunction cannot be immediately determined and the plant remains shut down for investigation.

**Scenario III — Computer system compromise as a tool of coordinated attack**

Goal of the attack — theft of nuclear material while in transit between storage facilities. A computer attack is to be used to modify the inventory and tracking system to hide the loss of the stolen material.

Reconnaissance and intelligence gathering identifies the process for tagging and tracking radioactive material shipments between storage facilities. This includes RFID\(^3\) tags on the individual items describing the component and listing the content.

The plan of attack includes insider assistance for removal of the material en route. The phases of the attack include:

— Interception of the transport en route;
— Removal of a small quantity of the radioactive material being shipped;
— Reprogramming of the RFID chip to reflect the actual quantity remaining;
— Modification of the inventory tracking system to reflect the new amount as being shipped with the stolen quantity still residing in storage at the home facility.

The computer attack focuses on gaining network access to the inventory database and modifying the inventory and transition log.

---

\(^3\) Radio frequency identification: A technology used for identification and tracking using radio waves.
Annex II

A METHODOLOGY FOR IDENTIFYING COMPUTER SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

The process of identifying, controlling, eliminating or minimizing threats that may affect computer security at a nuclear facility should be implemented in a systematic and consistent way in compliance with existing standards. This annex offers a more in-depth view of a specific methodology. The choice of this methodology over the many available does not imply its endorsement by the IAEA and should be seen as a detailed example only. For a generic introduction to risk assessment, please refer to Section 6.1.

Generally speaking, to understand the threats and vulnerabilities of a particular computerized system, it is first necessary to analyse the system, functionally and technically, and identify the relevant dependability factors that need to be maintained. Next, risks associated with these factors need to be identified and analysed.

The following paragraphs give an overview of EBIOS. ‘EBIOS’ is a French acronym standing for expression of needs and identification of security objectives (expression des besoins et identification des objectifs de sécurité). It has been designed by the French Information Security Central Office (DCSSI — Direction Centrale de la Sécurité des Systèmes d’Information).1

EBIOS provides a formalized approach for assessing and treating risks within the field of information systems security, including support tools for contracting authorities, drafting documents, and raising awareness.

Only the basic principles of the approach are given here, adapted from the documentation available on DCSSI’s support web site.

Principles of the EBIOS method

Context study and perimeter definition

The first step is to outline the technical, business and regulatory context of the study. In particular, an information system is based on essential elements, functions and information that constitute the added value of the information system for the organization.

1 Methods to achieve information systems security:
http://www.ssi.gouv.fr/site_rubrique113.html
For example, a system monitoring a power plant cooling system relies on various items of information such as measures, parameters and computation results, and on various functions allowing this computation to be carried out.

The essential elements are linked to a set of entities of various types: hardware, software, networks, organizations, human resources and sites.

Take the example of a parameter used to trigger a specific pump activation of the cooling system. It is linked to the monitoring computers, processing software, operators, the cold sources state, the plant state, applicable regulations, etc.

Output: Target of the study (Context + elements + entities).

Expression of sensitivities

To guarantee that the business operates correctly, the sensitivity of each essential element must be expressed.

This expression is based on various security criteria such as availability, integrity and confidentiality. If this sensitivity is not covered, there will be an impact on the organization, which may take various forms, such as breaches of nuclear security, impaired safety, impaired operation of the activities, loss of customer confidence or financial losses.

Returning to the example of the pump activation parameter for the power plant cooling system, the availability and integrity requirement for this information should be high to avoid any detrimental impact on material, environment or personnel, but also for plant availability.

Output: Sensitivities.

Threat study

Every organization is exposed to various threat agents through its natural environment, culture, image, field of activity, etc. A threat agent can be
characterized by its type (natural, human or environmental) and by its cause (accidental or deliberate).

The threat agent can use various **attack methods** that therefore need to be identified. An attack method is characterized by the security attributes (e.g. availability, integrity, confidentiality) that it can violate and by the likely threat agents.

Returning to the example, a nuclear power plant must take into account a large number of threat agents, as developed in Section 6.3:

— Espionage/technology thieves;
— Disgruntled employee/user (internal or external);
— Recreational hacker;
— Cyber activist;
— Organized crime;
— Nation State;
— Terrorist.

And also attack methods:

— Eavesdropping;
— Flooding/denial of service;
— Software entrapment/backdoor;
— Login/password attacks (brute force, dictionary, etc.).

Each entity has **vulnerabilities** that can be exploited by threat agents using the relevant attack methods. We can therefore highlight several vulnerabilities linked to the NPP cooling system:

— The possible existence of hidden functions introduced during the design and development phase (software);
— Use of non-assessed equipment (hardware);
— The possibility of creating or modifying system commands online (networks);
— The network, which can be used to tamper with system resource software (networks);
— The ease of intruding into the site through indirect access routes (premises);
— Operators’ failure to comply with instructions (personnel);
— The absence of security measures during the design, installation and operation phases (organization).

*Output: Threat formalization (including scenarios).*
Expression of security objectives

Now determine how the essential elements can be affected by the threat agents and their attack methods: this is the risk.

The risk represents possible damage. It arises from the fact that a threat agent can affect the essential elements by using a given attack method to exploit the vulnerabilities of the entities on which these elements depend.

In the example, there is a risk of sensitive information being compromised by software entrapment arising from the possibility of creating or modifying system commands linked to the network, which could have an impact on material, environment, personnel safety, plant availability and public confidence.

The security objectives consist mainly in covering the vulnerabilities of the entities representing all the retained risks. Clearly, there is no point in protecting what is not exposed. However, as the risk potential increases, the strength of the security objectives must also increase. These objectives therefore constitute a perfectly adapted set of specifications.

One of the security objectives for the nuclear power plant in the example is to protect the creation and modification of system commands linked to the network for the cooling system.

Output: Security objectives.

Determining security requirements

The team in charge of implementing the approach must then produce exact specifications of the required security functions. After this, it must demonstrate
that the security objectives are perfectly covered by these functional requirements.

In the example, functional requirements for protecting the creation and modification of system commands linked to the network could include:

— A series of self-tests run by the system at regular intervals during normal operation to demonstrate that it is operating correctly;
— Physical and logical access control.

Finally, the team in charge must specify the assurance requirements allowing the required level of confidence to be attained and then demonstrated.

One of the assurance requirements could be that the developer must carry out a resistance analysis of the system security functions at the required level of resistance.

Output: Functional and assurance requirements.
Annex III

THE ROLE OF HUMAN ERROR IN COMPUTER SECURITY

This annex examines human performance issues associated with computer security; specifically it looks at how human performance can affect an organization’s ability to resist attack, recognize attack, recover essential data/service, and adapt against emerging threats. Research continues to push for the development of technical solutions such as security monitoring software, intrusion detection/prevention programmes, stronger authentication systems, and more resistant encryption methods, but very often the human element is ignored as both a cause and as a preventive measure in computer security.

Multiple reports have identified human error as the main cause of computer security breaches. Recent estimates place the number of human error related breaches at 60–80%. Most of these errors could have been prevented with greater investment in awareness and greater diligence in operation and oversight.

System/operational survivability is one of the goals of a computer security programme. The elements of system survivability are:

— System resistance to attack;
— Recognition of attack and damage assessment;
— Essential service and full service recovery;
— System adaptation and evolution as a defence against future attacks.

Table III–1 illustrates these focus areas with an attempt to categorize common types of human errors in processes and applications. Human errors are captured for both system administrators and system users. This list in not intended to be exhaustive, but is meant to illustrate the level of human interaction associated with the implementation of these systems and processes.

While the table focuses on the negative aspects of human performance, the positive impact of human performance must also be noted. While sometimes the weakest link in the chain, the human operator or employee can be a stop-gate that prevents system failure or compromise. Technology will never be a complete solution. Employees are one of the layers of a defence in depth strategy for ensuring system security/survivability. Surveys regularly find that the foremost security issue is inadequate computer security awareness and training.
### TABLE III–1. COMMON HUMAN ERRORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process/application</th>
<th>Common human errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistance to attack</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access restriction (System administration)</td>
<td>— File permissions inadequate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Unnecessary services left on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Vulnerable ports left open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Physical access granted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to use screen savers with password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to install system patches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to understand the implication of installing a patch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Downloading/installing malicious/corrupted software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Password generation/use</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Passwords written down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Weak passwords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Use of default passwords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Disclosure of password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Not using a password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Using the same password on both secure and non-secure systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recognition of attack and damage</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusion detection systems</td>
<td>— Improper configuration (rule set).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to do system updates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Lack of vigilance in log review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Log auditing</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to diligently review logs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to notice trends over multiple log periods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System recovery</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup and restoration</td>
<td>— Failure to make backups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to make backups in a timely manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Improper configuration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Causing physical damage to the backup media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Accidental data deletion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Storage of backup media in an unsecured/unprotected location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Using defective media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Mislabelling media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Physical destruction of media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to test restoration procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to have multiple copies of critical system information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to store backup media in an off-site location.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For employees to be fully utilized as an asset in computer security and system survivability, they need:

— A strong understanding of the importance of their role in the overall computer security plan;
— The computer security knowledge and skills necessary to cover their responsibilities;
— The understanding that an effective security culture starts with them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process/application</th>
<th>Common human errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adaptation to new threats</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company procedures</td>
<td>— Failure to know company policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Violation of company policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Lack of a company recovery policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Use of an outdated policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to verify the policy/procedure work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>— Failure to enforce policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III–1. COMMON HUMAN ERRORS (cont.)
DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this publication, the following terms are used with the meanings given here. These definitions may differ from usage in other disciplines. When available, definitions are taken from existing IAEA publications, though a few terms are used here in the specific context of computer security. Other definitions come from international standards (e.g. Refs [1, 15, 23] of this publication).

access control. Means to ensure that access to assets is authorized and restricted based on business and security requirements (ISO).

attack. An attempt to destroy, expose, alter, disable, steal or gain unauthorized access to or make unauthorized use of an asset (ISO).

authentication. The provision of assurance that a claimed characteristic of an entity is correct (ISO).

availability. The property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity (ISO).

computer security. A particular aspect of information security that is concerned with computer based systems, networks and digital systems.

computer security incident. An occurrence that actually or potentially jeopardizes the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of a computer based, networked or digital information system or the information that the system processes, stores, or transmits or that constitutes a violation or imminent risk of violation of security policies, security procedures, or acceptable use policies.

computer security perimeter. The logical border around a network to which critical assets are connected and to which access is controlled.

computer security policy. Aggregate of directives, regulations, rules and practices that prescribes how an organization manages and protects computers and computer systems.
**confidentiality.** The property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes (ISO).

**countermeasure.** An action taken to counteract a threat, or to eliminate or reduce vulnerabilities.

**defence in depth.** The combination of successive layers of systems and measures for the protection of targets from nuclear security threats.

**information security.** The preservation of the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information.

*Note:* In addition, other properties such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation and reliability can also be involved (ISO).

**integrity.** The property of protecting the accuracy and completeness of assets (ISO).

**need to know.** A principle under which users, processes and systems are granted access to only the information, capabilities and assets which are necessary for execution of their authorized functions.

**nuclear facility.** A facility (including associated buildings and equipment) in which nuclear material is produced, processed, used, handled, stored or disposed of and for which an authorization or license is required.

**risk.** The potential that a given threat will exploit the vulnerabilities of an asset, or group of assets, and thereby cause harm to the organization. It is measured in terms of a combination of the likelihood of an event and the severity of its consequences.

**risk assessment.** Overall process of systematically identifying, estimating, analysing and evaluating risk.

**social engineering.** A non-technical form of information gathering or attack that relies on human interaction to manipulate people into inadvertently breaking security procedures, for example disclosing information or performing other actions with a security impact.
threat. Potential cause of an unwanted incident, which may result in harm to a system or organization (ISO).

Note: In other IAEA Nuclear Security Series publications, ‘threat’ is typically defined as ‘a person or group of persons with motivation, intention and capability to commit a malicious act’. However, this publication uses the term in the computer security context, where a threat is not necessarily a person or persons.

vulnerability. Weakness of an asset or control that can be exploited by a threat (ISO).
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